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THE CANADÎÂN BEE JOURNAL wax on others was dark like soiled comb,
J showing that it had been so long on the

SUEO 18T AND 15TH OF £ACH MONTI. bee that it had become dirty. Now,
these soiied loaves of wax, when taken

A. JiONES - EDTTcB. from the bee and examined carefully
with a microscope showed clearly that
it was dirt, and by taking a knife and

ED_ _ R_ _ • _ cutting it at the darkest point, the beau-

Od bees ever sectwax and tiful white wax was clearly seen. We
secret w dbud have sometimes noticed when feeding

an old colony of bees in the fall slowly,

E are asked, which secretes thc that the bees would secret wax and

wax to build thecomb oldor carry it on their bodies, until it appar-

Syoung bees? Seemingly young, ently became cumbersome for them to

4t sometimes old. We recollct hav- carry around. We frequently caught

"bu a comony of young bees that had vost such bees and killed them and placed

their queen. We had changed them them in a case with their backs to the

frOr several hives, and alnowed them to walls of the case. This enabled us to

build comb themselves in order to get see the wax scales easily, and the differ-

rid of fertile workers which we fauled to ent sizes on the various bees, some

do in that way. After the bees were old scarcely discernable, others very large

elough to be considered old bees, as some snowy white, thers quite dark.

there were none in the hives less than
Perhaps two months old, after putting How we punished the robbers.
then on a few empty frames, we tested
it to see if they were building comb HE other day we asked one of our

again, we found some old bees with studentsto feed a few late colon-

hoaves of wax on tneir bodies, about ies of bees that had not gathered

half the size of a grain of wheat, and quite enough to carry them through the

O1n examining them closely found there winter, and there was a danger of robb-

Were a great manythat had these loaves ing. We thought he had better put the

of wax on their bodies, which had the feeder on at night, so that they might

appearance of little warts. Some of have it taken down before morning.

then had apparently been there for We think our instructions were carried

Weeks. Some one asks, how do you out fairly well with one exception.

knOW how long they were there ? Well When turning the syrup in the feeder, a

Nthose last secreted were clean and white little was allowed to drip down the

ý*ile the other edge of the pellets of side of the hive. This, of course, at-


